
412 RCX Blue  -2...-12°C

All snow types, especially mixed snow.

RCX Blue is based on our HF21 Blue, and tuned 
with optimal amounts of Racing Service ”77” 
and ”83” powders. This results in World Cup 
level glide on a wide range of ”blue” conditions. 
RCX Blue is especially fast when on the sweet 
spot of ”77” and ”83” powders, which is newish 
mixed snow that is relatively dry. Economical in 
use and quick to apply. What’s not to like?

414 RCX Black “New Snow” +5…-10°C

New snow

The recipe of RCX Black combines our best-
selling powder, TK-245, mixed with our 
new snow specific HF21 G glider. The anti-
static properties of HF21 G combined with 
our legendary TK-245 are an unbeatable 
combination for new snow. Those two together 
have been used to win races for years!  An 
optimal ”fluoro porridge” for new snow, ready 
in a bottle.   
  

410 RCX Pink “UHW” +5...-20°C

Artificial snow / coare snow / slow cold snow

RCX Pink belongs to our line of ”UHW” ultra-
hard waxes, which means it glides exceptionally 
well on both coarse slush and slow, squeaky 
snow. RCX Pink is a close relative to HF41 pink/
green, and it has been tuned with our Racing 
Service Special ”89” powder, mixed in at an 
optimal amount. This molybdenum-containing 
powder is exceptionally fast on dirty and coarse 
snow. Great for early-season artificial snow or 
late-season dirty spring slush!
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RCX series
Liquid gliders and block

4100 RCX Fluoro block +2…-20°C

All snow types

The knowhow and best ingredients of Rex Ra-
cing Service, squeezed into a block that works 
exceptionally well in a wide range of changing 
conditions. RCX block reduces the surface 
energy of the skis to a minimum, and results 
into wonderful ski feel. PFOA-free Future Fluor 
ingredients.

Shake Apply 20 min. Brush

RCX gliders are powder-boosted versions of our HF 

gliders, with a fair dose of condition-specific PFOA-free 

fluoro powders mixed in. Cold application combined 

with drying and curing together with the liquid wax 

gives a long-lasting and especially slippery ski feel. The 

new RCX block is a mix of different powders, and gives 

excellent performance in wide range of conditions. 


